I. Welcome

II. Funding Ideas

A. The “Leader in Me” training program (utilizes the Covey 7 Habits)
   Decided to have counselors create a program utilizing the Covey books
   Even with the “grant” it’s still several thousand dollars

B. Chromebooks
   Getting classroom sets for Science 7 and Math 6 with Trustland funds next year
   Social Studies asked for a set, but willing to use an old set if we get new ones for LA6
   Being used in math, science, English, library

C. 1-2 periods of instruction
   Teachers seem to be happy where we are, so no recommended change for next year

III. Items from the Council

Meeting Schedule for the Year:
October 2, 2014
December 11, 2014
February 19, 2015
April 9, 2015